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Guided Hunts
in Wyoming’s wilderness!
www.bearbasinadventures.com

Bear Basin Adventures

The Camp

Dates
Bow Hunting

Thank you for your interest in Bear Basin Adventures. We are
first class, full service outfitters in Dubois, Wyoming. Our camp
and surrounding mountains are our home and it is our pleasure to

The ultimate in hunting for elk!
* September 1-30

share them with you.

Rifle Hunting
Come put your sights on that big bull you have been
dreaming about.
* October 1-31
Cow Hunt
A fun late season hunt.
Our camp is located in Northwest Wyoming outside of Dubois.
We are on the edge of the remote Washakie Wilderness of
the Shoshone National Forest. A first rate camp, we provide an
abundance of great luxuries and will not set limits on the amount
you can bring in. Each hunter sleeps in a comfortable wall tent with
wood stove, cots, floor and propane lights. Running spring water
through camp and hot showers are nice extras.

We are committed to your safety, enjoyment and hunting
success. Offering a true western elk hunt; we provide quality
staff, horses and equipment in rugged mountains where there is
great habitat and an abundance of healthy elk. Our hunts are fair
chase, with no fences or feeders and little public pressure- making
for brilliant hunting. Our success rate will stand up to anyone’s
anywhere. Being in the business many years, we understand what
you want out of a hunt and we provide that for you. Come join us
on the Wyoming hunt you have been dreaming about.

* November 1-7
Visit our website for more information and photo gallery.

Summer Trips

Meals follow the same high standard as the rest of the campplentiful and pleasing.
Horses are an important part of your hunt and we own safe,
experienced and steady mounts that will get you to the field without
any problems. Short horseback rides will put you right where you
will need to be to harvest your animal.

Don’t let your family and friends miss out on a wilderness
vacation. We also offer summer horse riding, fishing or hiking
trips from this fantastic camp. For those wanting a more
adventurous time, a progressive pack trip deep into Wyoming’s
back country is available.

Our hunt area is the Bear Creek drainage; area 67. We are a General
Area on your license application. Hunting in Wyoming requires you
to apply for an elk license in January of the year you hope to hunt.
We can help you in this application process so please inquire.
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